erecting and adjusting height
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Lay Banner flat on ground and slide a pole into the
top sleeve.
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Hang the banner from standard cups and slide the
bottom pole into the bottom sleeve.

To reduce the height to the banner, simply roll it round
the bottom pole.

then raise the top cups

raise the bottom cups first
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Make sure the bottom pole is secure by either blocking
it or using jump cups - do not allow the banner to
swing - taking care to make sure the banner will
collapse easily if knocked.

Tip: When raising the height of the banner, raise the
bottom cups first to take the weight of the bottom pole
before raising the height of the top cups.

CAUTION: Never fold or crease a banner, this will
damage it and lead to cracking - always roll banners
to store - either round a pole or loosely round itself.

Please note that Equitility is not liable for any accidents or injury incurred while using a Jump and Training Banner.
Above are suggestions of use only. It is the responsibility of the user to make sure that Training Banners are used in a
safe and responsible way. See our Terms and Conditions at http://www.equitility.com/shop/terms.cfm.

surface change/
water tray simulation

CAUTION: Avoid walking on banners in frosty or freezing conditions. Low
temperatures make the banners more brittle and easier to damage. However
banners are suitable to be used and stored outside all year round.

CAUTION: If poles are stepped on when
they are in the banner sleeves it is likely
that the horse will slip and put a foot
through the banner. To prevent this either
do not use poles or lay the poles on top.

Please note that Equitility is not liable for any accidents or injury incurred while using a Jump and Training Banner.
Above are suggestions of use only. It is the responsibility of the user to make sure that Training Banners are used in a
safe and responsible way. See our Terms and Conditions at http://www.equitility.com/shop/terms.cfm.

